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The FRIGATE family is considered as a strong design idiom which shows that responsible production and aesthetics can
go hand in hand without any compromise in quality.
The chair’s shell consists of two components: the backrest is made with the aid of 3D-Veneer technology, while the seat
pan is produced through conventional moulded plywood process. The backrest, curved in all dimensions, provides an
ideal support for the waist, along with its upper part and seat pan where the edges are bent in the opposite direction of
the body in order to avoid cutting into the back and the thighs. The combination of old and new technologies enables us
to offer an optimal seating comfort as other seats made entirely with 3D-Veneer, while making it available for a much
wider audience. The sublime silhouettes counterbalance the sturdy character of FRIGATE which is designed to withstand
the course of time.
FRIGATE can be customized with a broad range of material and leg combinations according to personal needs – literally a
natural choice to brighten up intimate spaces or grand halls with the inviting feel of wood.
Dimensions:
Chair with swivel base:
482 × 520 × 800 mm (L×W×H)
Seat height: 445 mm
Seat width: 413 mm
Seat depth: 435 mm
Weight: 3,8 kg
Chair with swivel base and castors:
495 × 520 × 800 mm (L×W×H)
Seat height: 445 mm
Seat width: 413 mm
Seat depth: 435 mm
Weight: 4,8 kg
Order number:
Chair with swivel base: 22000
Chair with swivel base
and castors: 23000
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Certificates:
Stability and safety:
MSZ EN 12520:2016
MSZ EN 16139:2013
Surface resistance:
EN 12720:2009+A1:2013
SIS 83 91 17 2) or EN 15186 3)
EN 12722:2009+A1:2013
EN 12721:2009+A1:2013
NS 8061
EN ISO 105-E04:2013

Shell and legs
American walnut
European oak
Warm white
Peach
Claret
Blue
Green
Gray
Black
Linoleum (tabletop only)
Upholstery — Fabrics
Gray fabric
Brown fabric
Upholstery — Leathers
Brandy leather
Brick leather
Cognac leather
Lava leather
Navy leather
Black leather
Base
Chrome plated
Black powder coated
Polished aluminum
Gray powder coated
Castors: black or chrome
Footrest
Matte chrome

These are the standard range of materials and colours, customized options are availabe upon request.

MATERIALS & COLOUR OPTIONS

